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I prefer to turn in top-notch work and always invest a significant amount of pride
in every task I take on. But I also understand that it's important to have an open
mind and a flexible attitude at work. That's why I'm able to occasionally let my
personal standards slide a little when my employer needs me to. So I stay open to
change, while at the same time remaining organised and efficient enough to plan
out a day or week at a time.
The right job for me will allow me to be analytical and creative. I don't want to be
limited by established rules and regulations. My inquisitive nature demands that I
some-times question authority. Otherwise, I might not be able to find fresh
approaches, or come up with new solutions to a problem. It's not that I act without
weighing the pros and cons of a situation, it's more that I'm more willing than
others to take justifiable risks if they'll further my career success. I'm smart enough
to know when I need help and am confident enough in my abilities to ask for it. I
understand that sometimes there are no clear right and wrong answers, and that's
just fine with me because I tolerate grey areas better than most. In fact, pondering
potential outcomes can sometimes be more interesting than coming up with the
definitive solution for me. My right job doesn't have to be about self-expression,
but it needs to be a job I can be proud of.
I like being a top priority in my partner's life, but I also respect his independence.
Sure, it's important for me to feel valued and appreciated in my relationship, but
my expectations for my significant other are realistic and attainable. I definitely
know how I want to be treated, but I don't think the only fulfilling relationship is
one filled with constant doting.
I am a borderline romantic. Though I am not entirely wooed by splendid shows of
love, I can get into a little bit of romance. I tune into my partners' subtle displays of
adoration, and my heart soar with appreciation. I always encourage my partner to
act romantically by rewarding him when he does try to woo me. When my partner
enjoys the magical side of love, I enjoy using my imagination to commit original
acts of romance.
I have a quite modern, trendy and permissive attitude to sex, opposed to religious,
Victorian, 'old-fashioned' views of what is right and proper in a sexual affair. I'm
not really bothered about virginity, I favour pre-material sex, and believe that birth
control should be universally available and generally regard sex as a pleasurable
activity that is nobody's concern but that of the 'consenting adults' involved. But I
have a tendency to take sexual intercourse seriously.

